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instead of a fashion statement. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The Ford Ranger sold in the
Americas is a range of pickup trucks manufactured and marketed by Ford in North and South
America under the Ranger nameplate. Introduced in early for the model year, the Ranger is
currently in its fourth generation. Developed as a replacement for the Mazda-sourced Ford
Courier , the model line has been sold across the Americas; Ford of Argentina began
production of the Ranger for South America in Through its production, the model line has
served as a close rival to the Chevrolet S and its Chevrolet Colorado successor and their GMC
counterparts , with the Ranger as the best-selling compact truck in the United States from to
From to , Ford retired the Ranger model line in North America, concentrating on its full-size
F-Series trucks. For the model year, Ford introduced a fourth generation of the Ranger after a
seven-year hiatus. The first mid-size Ranger in North America, the fourth-generation Ranger is
derived from the global Ranger T6 to fulfill North American design requirements. Ford of
Argentina has produced Rangers in its General Pacheco facility since ; since , the facility has
produced the global Ranger T6. For the model year, the Ford Courier was introduced as the first
compact pickup truck sold by Ford. Following the rise of the compact truck segment during the
s, Ford entered into a partnership with Mazda to market the Mazda B in North America; the
Courier would become the first of several jointly manufactured vehicles between the two
companies from the s into the s. Along with minimizing the risk for Ford of developing a vehicle
in an unfamiliar market segment, the partnership provided Mazda with critically needed funds.
While sharing the cab and chassis with its Mazda counterpart, to increase its sales potential in
North America, the Courier adapted design elements of the Ford F-Series , with twin round
headlamps, silver grille, and "FORD" lettering on the hood above the grille. In , the Courier and
B later B were redesigned with a larger cab, redesigned pickup bed, and tailgate. Following their
importation to United States, pickup-truck beds shipped separately from Japan were installed
before shipment to dealers. In , Ford commenced development on "Project Yuma" as a
replacement for the Courier. Project Yuma was centered around quality and fuel efficiency.
During design, the body underwent extensive wind tunnel testing, to meet a planned 20 MPG
fuel efficiency target on its own, the standard front bumper spoiler added 1 MPG ; [5] its 0. After
selling nearly one million F-Series trucks in , in , Ford had yet to gain a profit from its redesign

of the F-Series. Around , the Project Yuma truck took on the Ford Ranger name, adopting the
name of the mid to upper-level trim used by the Ford F-Series and Bronco since In anticipation
of the compact truck line, marked the final use of the Ranger trim for the F-Series and Bronco
replaced by XLS for The final Ranger produced on December 16, , ended 86 years of production
at Twin Cities Assembly as well as the production of all compact pickups in the United States. In
, Ford made its first plans to end production of the Ranger in North America; although its high
productivity spared it from The Way Forward , Twin Cities Assembly built in was the oldest Ford
factory worldwide. The model year was the final model year for retail sales, with a shortened
model year for fleet sales; the final North American-market Ranger a white SuperCab Sport
produced for pest-control company Orkin was produced on December 16, Over its production
life, the chassis and suspension of the Ranger would be used for several compact Ford trucks
and sport-utility vehicles. During the s and s, Mazda adopted a badge-engineered version of the
Ranger, for their B-Series nameplate the reverse of the Ford Courier produced by Mazda. In , as
part of contract negotiations with the United Auto Workers, leaked reports over the future of the
Michigan Assembly Plant included the potential decision of replacing Ford Focus and Ford
C-Max production with an American-market version of the global Ranger. The first Ranger rolled
off the Louisville assembly line on January 18, Similar in size to the â€” Bronco, the Bronco II
used a shortened version of the Ranger chassis, along with much of its interior components.
For the model year, the Ranger underwent a major mid-cycle revision to improve its exterior
aerodynamics and interior ergonomics. For , the Ford Explorer SUV was derived from the
facelifted Ranger, sharing its front fascia, chassis, and interior components. The
first-generation Ranger uses a body-on-frame chassis design; while using a chassis developed
specifically for the model line, the Ranger adopts many chassis design elements from the
F-Series. To minimize unsprung weight , the Twin I-Beams were constructed of stamped
high-strength steel rather than forged steel. Rear-wheel drive was standard, with part-time
four-wheel drive as an option never offered in the Courier. For , rear-wheel anti-lock brakes
became standard. From to , the first-generation Ranger was powered by 2. A four-speed manual
transmission was standard on all engines for and , with a five-speed manual as an option; a
three-speed automatic was offered on 2. For , the five-speed manual became the standard
transmission, with a four-speed automatic offered on non-diesel Rangers. In , a third
configuration was introduced, as the Ranger SuperCab extended cab was introduced. Stretched
17 inches behind the front doors for additional cab space, the SuperCab was offered with the
6-foot bed length; four-wheel drive SuperCabs were sold only with V6 engines. During its
production, the first-generation Ranger was offered with several seating configurations. A
three-passenger bench seat was standard, with various types of bucket seats offered dependent
on trim level. From to , the interior saw few major revisions. In , the instrument cluster was
revised, allowing the fitment of a tachometer. To streamline production, the Ranger shared
interior components with other Ford vehicles, sharing the steering column, door handles, and
window controls from the Ford Escort, Ford F-Series, and Ford Bronco; nearly the entire
driver's compartment of the Ford Bronco II was directly sourced from the Ranger. For , the
Ranger underwent a mid-cycle redesign with new front fenders, a restyled hood and grille, and
flush-mounted composite headlamps with larger marker lamps. To further improve
aerodynamics, the front bumper was redesigned and enlarged to fit more closely with the front
fenders. Intended largely for fleet sales, the Ranger S introduced in [7] was offered with virtually
no available options. While still largely a work truck, the Ranger XL offered color-keyed trim,
floor mats, and chrome bumpers. The XLS was marketed as the sportiest version of the Ranger,
offering bucket seats, blackout trim, and tape stripe packages essentially the successor to the s
" Free Wheeling " trims while the XLT was offered with two-tone exteriors, chrome exterior trim,
and upgraded interior trim. Offering a "sport" suspension and larger tires, the STX was denoted
by the offering of a bucket-seat interior and model-specific two-tone paint scheme. Following an
initial late introduction in California, Ford marketed the Ranger GT option package from to
Powered by a hp 2. The Ranger GT was available in either red, white, or blue paint colors;
chrome trim was painted body color. In , the exterior was modified, with a ground effects
package, including a redesigned body-color front bumper, allowing for integrated fog lamps.
After a ten-year production run, Ford introduced the second generation of the Ranger for the
model year with much of its chassis carried over from previous generation. Sharing no body
panels with its predecessor, the redesigned Ranger shifted from a smaller-proportioned
F-Series to a more aerodynamic design, no longer sharing its front fascia with the Ford
Explorer. For the first time in the compact segment, the Ranger offered a stepside-style bed with
the Ranger Splash. For the model year, Ford commenced production of the Ranger for Mazda,
who began to sell the model line as the B-Series pickup truck effectively in reverse of the
agreement that produced the Ford Courier. For , the second-generation Ranger underwent a

mid-cycle revision; in , the model line became the first compact pickup to offer dual airbags.
The second-generation Ranger carried much of its chassis design from its predecessor, with a
leaf-sprung rear suspension and a Twin I-Beam independent front suspension. Two wheelbases
were carried over from the previous generation: Rear-wheel drive remained standard, with
four-wheel drive as an option; a Dana 35 TTB front axle was used. The standard engine on the
second-generation Ranger was again the 2. The hp 3. The Mazda M5OD 5-speed manual
remained the standard transmission for all three engines. In , the A4LD 4-speed automatic was
replaced by two electronically-controlled transmissions: the lighter-duty 4R44E for the inline-4
and 3. The second-generation Ranger saw major changes centered around the exterior, sharing
no body panels with its predecessor. In line with the Aerostar and Explorer, the Ranger adopted
more aerodynamic body contours, with flush-mounted door glass, a lower hoodline, taller and
wider doors exterior rain gutters were eliminated, in line with the Ford Taurus ; sideview mirror
brackets were eliminated. In a major departure from other compact pickup trucks, the cab was
widened nearly three inches, matching the mid-size Dodge Dakota in width. The interior of the
second-generation underwent a smaller degree of change compared to the exterior. While the
seats and door panels were new, the dashboard was nearly carryover from For , the Ranger
underwent a mid-cycle revision for the exterior and interior. Distinguished by a revised grille
common for both rear-wheel drive and 4x4 Rangers , the Ranger shared its dashboard with the
second-generation Explorer, with more ergonomic controls and a double DIN radio head unit.
Alongside the introduction of a standard driver-side airbag, a power-operated driver seat
became an option for SuperCab Rangers. As with the first generation, the second-generation
Ranger was offered in three basic body styles: a standard cab with 6 or 7-foot bed lengths, or a
SuperCab extended cab with short bed. In , Ford introduced the first FlareSide bed for the
Ranger with the Splash trim see below ; in , the FlareSide bed became an option for all
short-bed Rangers. For , all Rangers adopted a four-hole grille. The second-generation Ranger
largely carried over the trim lines from its predecessor. The base Ranger S meant largely for
fleets was discontinued, with the XL becoming the standard Ranger trim. For , the STX trim
became exclusive to 4x4 Rangers. Introduced for the model year, the Ranger Splash was a
sub-model of the second-generation Ranger. Alongside the FlareSide pickup bed, the Splash
was fitted with a lowered suspension 1 inch in rear, 2 inches in front for 2WD versions ; all
versions were fitted with 4x4 Ranger grilles. The monochromatic exterior was fitted with special
vinyl "Splash" decals on the sides and the tailgate. Rear-wheel drive Splashes were fitted with
chrome steel wheels while 4x4 versions were fitted with aluminum wheels. For the model year, a
third generation of the Ranger made its debut. While visually similar to the previous generation,
extensive upgrades were made to the chassis, suspension, and drivetrain. In line with the larger
F and Super Duty trucks, Super Cab Rangers gained rear-hinged doors for , becoming the first
model line in the compact truck segment to do so. Several variants of the Ranger are derived
from this generation. The Ford Explorer Sport Trac mid-size pickup truck shared its wheelbase
and some components with the Ranger. The model year was the final model year for sales of the
Ranger in North America; following a short run of production exclusively for fleet sales, the final
vehicle was produced by Twin Cities Assembly on December 15, ; the Ranger Sport SuperCab
4x4 was the final vehicle produced by the facility. The third-generation Ranger received a
redesigned frame; replacing full-length C-channel construction, the frame rails forward of the
firewall became fully boxed. As with the two previous generations, a rear-wheel drive
configuration was standard; on four-wheel drive, front-wheel hubs were vacuum-locked from
the dashboard. From to , the standard engine for the Ranger was again a 2. During the model
year, the 2. The same year, the Ranger adopted the overhead-cam version of the 4. Following
the model year, the 3. For all five engines, the third-generation Ranger was offered with a
Mazda-produced 5-speed manual transmission as standard equipment; in , the 4. The 2. In
contrast to its redesign, the third-generation Ranger saw relatively conservative changes to its
appearance. To increase interior space on standard-cab Rangers, the cab was expanded over 3
inches rearward through a longer wheelbase. With the exception of a passenger-airbag lockout
switch, the interior saw little change since its redesign. The third-generation Ranger saw several
updates through its production. For , the front fascia was redesigned with a new grille and
headlamps; the amber turn signals were deleted from the taillamps. For , the grille was enlarged
in the style of the F ; for the first time since , the interior saw several revisions, with new front
seats to meet updated federal safety requirements and a new instrument panel and steering
wheel. For , the Ranger received its final update as the model line was planned for a
discontinuation [31]. The grille was restyled into a "3-slot" configuration in line with the F-Series
, adding clear-lens headlamps and parking lamps; the sideview mirrors were replaced with a
rectangular design. The rear of the Ranger underwent several changes, with larger taillamps
and a Ford Blue Oval centered in the tailgate. For the first time since , the Ranger fender

badging was redesigned with a larger design. For the model year, Ford introduced optional
graphics packages for the Ranger, installed by dealers. Several adjustments were made to the
Ranger trims during the late s. For , Ford introduced the XL Trailhead option, offering the
suspension and higher ride height of a 4x4 Ranger on a rear-wheel drive vehicle. To expand the
trim offering, Ford introduced the Edge Plus combining several XLT features with the Edge ,
along with a 4x4 variant with the 4. Following the model year, the Ranger Edge was repackaged
as the Ranger Sport as Ford shifted the Edge nameplate to a mid-size CUV ; the Sport would be
produced through the model year. From to Introduced as the Ranger FX4 for , the off-road
option package came standard with the 4. While retaining the FX4 Off-Road name, the new
model line adopted a number of features from the Level II, including three skid plates, a Torsen
differential as an option , heavy-duty shocks Rancho units replacing Bilsteins , and two-tone
bucket seats with heavy-duty rubber flooring. For the model year, the Ranger Tremor was
introduced as an option package. The Ranger was the first small pickup to introduce dual
airbags as safety features. The exception was the Toyota Tacoma , which also got an
"acceptable" rating. The model year brought the addition of front seat combination head and
torso airbags to improve passenger safety in a side-impact collision [33] and earned "good"
rating through the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's side impact test. Also, electronic
stability control was added for the models as standard equipment. For the model year, the
fourth-generation Ranger was introduced, going on sale in January Along with its shift in size
segments, the fourth generation marks several firsts for the Ranger in North America. The
two-door standard-cab configuration is no longer produced; all examples are SuperCabs or
SuperCrews. While Ford Argentina produced crew-cab Rangers during the s and s, this is the
first Ranger offered with four full doors in the United States and Canada effectively succeeding
the Ford Explorer Sport Trac. For the first time, no V6 engine nor any manual transmission is
offered; a 2. Originally fitted with lead-acid batteries , Nickel metal hydride NiMH batteries were
introduced for While using the frame of a 4x4 Ranger, the Ranger EV was rear-wheel drive with a
rear-mounted driveline. It is also the only rear-wheel drive American-produced Ford fitted with a
de Dion rear suspension. Externally, the Ranger EV is primarily distinguished from a standard
Ranger by its grille; the Ranger EV has a grille-mounted charging port on the right third of its
grille. During its production, 1, Ranger EVs were produced; as with most electric vehicles of the
s, it was offered exclusively through lease. While most fleet-leased Ranger EVs were returned to
Ford after the end of the lease and dismantled, some Ranger EVs leased by individuals were
purchased and remain in use. For Mazda, whose B-series had struggled in North America, the
new B-series was a variant of one of the highest-selling compact trucks. The Mazda B-Series
adopted both cab configurations of the Rangers; all units were produced with Styleside beds
revised in design for the Mazda line. Mechanically identical to the Ranger, the B-Series was
offered with the same engines and transmissions; both two-wheel drive and 4x4 versions were
offered. To distinguish the Mazda from the Ranger, stylists gave the B-Series its own front
fascia, pickup truck bed, and wheel designs; the extended cab Cab Plus received chrome
window trim and blacked-out B-pillars. As the two model lines were nearly identical, the
Ford-produced B-Series closely followed the development of the Ranger in its body and
chassis. For , Mazda dropped the B separately from Ford , returning it for As a running change
during the model year, Cab Plus SuperCab models received two rear-hinged doors, a first in the
pickup truck segment. Separate from the Ranger, the Mazda Truck received what would be its
final exterior update; on a redesigned front fascia, the Mazda badge was centered into the grille.
After , the B was discontinued Ford ended production of the 3. As Mazda North America began
to shift away from pickup truck sales, the Mazda Truck was withdrawn from the United States
after the model year; leftover production was sold in Canada for In , Ford began exports of the
Ranger from the United States to Argentina ; initial exports started with two-door SuperCab
equipped with the 4. As demand increased, Ford made the decision to produce it locally in
Buenos Aires , Argentina at the Ford General Pacheco Assembly Plant for the local market and
subsequently for the rest of Latin America. The first Rangers produced at General Pacheco were
built in , with Ford offering single cab versions with gasoline engines. By November , supply
was increased with both diesel and gasoline engines, two-wheel and four-wheel drive , and
different levels of equipment. After two years of local production, Ford of Argentina introduced
a redesigned version of the Ranger for Featuring the same updates as its counterpart in the
United States, a new four-door double cab body variant exclusive to South America made its
debut. Starting in , Ford began to phase out the Ford Courier name on its Mazda-produced
compact pickups sold globally in favor of the Ranger nameplate though the Courier remained in
use in Australia. The exterior facelift given to North American Rangers was not carried over to
South American versions, with the front bodywork remaining until the model year. For , both
versions were given the same grille though Argentine-produced versions were designed with

projector-style headlamps. For , the Ranger received a makeover with a grill and headlights
similar to the North American version; bed extenders became available for all boxes. For , Ford
of Argentina gave the Ranger its largest facelift since Exclusive to South America, the update
replaced the hood, front fenders and bumper with a more aggressive design; to allow for a more
aggressive stance, large wheel arches were included. For the first time, the Ranger adopted the
Ford three-bar corporate grille; the door handles were redesigned, shifting to a loop-style
design. The interior was largely unchanged, as were the powertrain offerings. A new option for
Argentina and Brazil included an engine powered by compressed natural gas , making it the
first pickup truck to offer a factory-built natural gas vehicle NGV commercially available in those
countries. Designed by Ford of Australia, the Ranger T6 consolidated the Ford- and
Mazda-based versions of the Ranger onto a single platform sold globally, introduced to North
America for Ford Ranger Argentina wheelbases and bed lengths: [51]. Engines: [51]. From
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